HOOSIER TRAILS COUNCIL...

“Developing the leaders of tomorrow, through adventures today!”

Adventure Course - $75,000

This program investment will attract Scouting groups, as well as, business and church retreats to Maumee Scout Reservation. Facility attributes include:

◊ Cooperative learning course that is designed to develop teamwork and self-confidence.
◊ A base camp facility that launches the adventure, enabling instruction, discussion, and reflection.
◊ Multiple course applications that will meet the needs of various age groups and skill level, including a horizontal climbing wall, low C.O.P.E. (Challenging Outdoor, Personal Experience) challenges, and a zip-line.
◊ Components that provide adventures that skills in teamwork, communication, trust, leadership, decision-making, problem-solving, and develop self-esteem.
◊ Assets that will benefit summer camp programming and year-round property usage.